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Scope of Research
We are focusing on the precise synthesis of inorganic nanoparticles by controlling the
primary (size, shape, composition, etc.) and secondary (spatial arrangement) structures
to tune properties such as electron confinement, carrier oscillation, spin, and catalysis.
These high-quality inorganic nanoparticles are applied to both high-performance nanodevices (e.g., single electron transistor, plasmon waveguide, and nanocomposite magnet) and photo-energy conversion materials (e.g., overall water splitting and solar cell).
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TOPICS AND INTRODUCTORY COLUMNS OF LABORATORIES

Topics
Near Infrared Light Induced Plasmonic Hot
Hole Transfer at a Nano-Heterointerface
Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR)-induced
photoenergy conversion is among the great challenges
causing a paradigm shift in both scientific fields and industry regarding solar-energy utilization. Although plasmonic
materials have superior light-harvesting abilities, the low
conversion efficiency caused by ultrafast relaxation of the
hot carrier and charge recombination is a major drawback.
Furthermore, the unclear behavior of hot holes becomes an
obstacle for the comprehensive understanding of LSPR-
induced carrier transfer.
Herein, we elucidate the LSPR-induced behavior of hot
holes in plasmonic CuS NCs and CdS/CuS HNCs using
time-resolved infrared (TR-IR) spectroscopy. We discover
that a multi-step carrier transfer (plasmon-induced transit
carrier transfer: PITCT) realized efficient hole transfer
from the CuS phase to the CdS phase. Surprisingly, the
PITCT of CdS/CuS HNCs achieves high quantum yields
(19%) and long-lived charge separation (9.2 μs). Because
ultrafast charge recombination is a major drawback of all
plasmonic energy conversion systems, the PITCT mechanism proposes here should change the conventional consensus regarding LSPR-induced energy conversion.

noble clean energy such as solar-driven fuel generating
system. In the water splitting reaction, the oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) is considered to be bottle-neck because
OER typically requires 4 electrons for O-O bond formation,
which is a kinetically slow process. A high overpotential is
required for OER in spite of using low abundance and high
cost novel metals, such as Ir or Ru, which inhibit the water
electrolysis device from the global scalability.
For the purpose of the creation of earth abundant and
efficient electrocatalyst for OER, we synthesized nickel
phosphide (NiPx)@iron phosphate (FePyOz) core@shell
nanoparticles (NPs). NiPx -seed-mediated growth method
allowed FePyOz to grow onto the NiPx NPs selectively
(Figure 2a). NiPx@FePyOz core@shell NP has crystalline
NiPx core with sphere-with-rod morphology, and
amorphous FePyOz shell. NiPx@FePyOz NPs loaded carbon
catalyst exhibited low overpotential of 0.28 V at 10 mA
cm-2 in 0.1 M KOH solution. Furthermore, photoelectrochemical measurements showed that the photocurrent of
BiVO4 was greatly enhanced by simple deposition of
NiPx@FePyOz NPs on BiVO4 electrode (Figure 2b).
This NiPx@FePyOz NPs can be used as ready-to-use OER
catalyst without any post treatments such as annealing,
because an in-situ transformation into Ni-Fe hydroxide
active species. This feature is a considerable advantage of
our catalytic NPs in the fabrication of large scale electroand photocatalyst systems.

Figure 1. (a) TEM images of CdS/CuS HNCs. (b) Schematic illustration
of PITCT (plasmon-induced transit carrier transfer) mechanims.

Phase-Segregated NiPx@FePyOz Core@Shell
Nanoparticles: Ready-to-Use Nanocatalysts for
Electro- and Photo-Catalytic Water Oxidation
Production of H2 and O2 by efficient and sustainable
electrolysis of water is important for the technology of

Figure 2. (a) TEM images of NiPx@FePyOz core@shell NPs and the
p icture of their hexane solution. (b) Photo current measurement of water oxidation using (black) bare and (orange) NiPx@FePyOz core@shell
NPs deposited BiVO4 photoanodes in 0.125 M K2B4O7 electrolyte.
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